Application of nearest-neighbor and cluster analyses in pharmaceutical lead discovery.
High throughput screening (HTS) programs based on diverse collections of compounds can rapidly identify leads for potential drug candidates. In cases where the compound collection is truly diverse, one may only identify a few compounds of interest. However, where a large number of hits are identified, it becomes necessary to examine the structures to determine the true number of compound classes involved so that follow-up studies may be conducted as efficiently as possible. In this case, cluster analysis is applied to determine the structural relationship among HTS hits. To efficiently expand around the region of the hit (or a class of hits) in chemical space, we have applied nearest neighbors analysis to select additional compounds from collections of a large number of commercial vendors, achieving an average hit rate in excess of 15%. Applying these techniques in a number of different cases, we obtained results that are useful for subsequent investigations of hits from HTS and other relevant molecular structures from the literature.